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Collective Impact: Cairns South
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Welcome
I am very pleased to be involved in the Collective Impact (CI)
project for Cairns South.
This project is all about the community exploring and
deciding how to deal with the biggest risks facing young
people (0-12) in the Cairns South Area.
It has been an excellent opportunity to get to know or
reacquaint with many people working in Cairns Southern
corridor in the community sector. I am especially grateful for
the support of Sarah Brown and Margaret Osmond from
Mission Australia.
I believe that CI offers a chance for JCU to support
community-led change and better outcomes for children and
services in Cairns South.

Our focus is on supporting community decision making:
identifying and resolving the biggest needs, risks and
monitoring the outcome of efforts taken.
In our proposed Cairns South Community Sector Workshop
in August, JCU will present the results from our last few
months of listening to many people in the sector about the
biggest issues they face and potential solutions.
Our team looks forward to working with the community in
this important and long term approach.

Allan Dale
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Project Background
The Cairns Institute has been facilitating the Collective
Impact work in the Southern Corridor of Cairns, a project
kickstarted in mid-2016 by the Cairns South and Yarrabah
Communities for Children. This project aims to improve
outcomes for children aged 0-12 years (‘Early Years cohort’)
in Cairns South in a broad range of areas (health, learning,
cultural and other inclusion, etc) utilising a Collective Impact
(CI) framework. CI is designed to bring together community
members and community-based and government
organisations to respond collaboratively to complex social
issues, based on an agreed common agenda and relying on
data to monitor and evaluate relevant work undertaken.
Various CI projects are in place in Queensland and Australia,

but the work underway in Cairns South represents the first CI
project in Far North Queensland.
A primary task of the Project will be to establish a backbone
organisation to support a local CI approach in the medium to
long term. This organisation will both help maintain the
overall strategic coherence of the initiative and coordinate
and manage key aspects of its planning and implementation,
including stakeholder engagement, communications and
data collection and analysis.
The project will use initial baseline data, collated within the
State of the Children 2016: Children and young people in the
Cairns southern corridor – a pathway forward report.
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What has happened so far
The beginning of this three year project has been spent on
getting the foundations right. As such project guidelines and
operational framework have been established including a
detailed communication plan. Additionally the governance
framework has been crafted to ensure strong community
ownership (see Figure 1).
An initial stakeholder’s workshop was held in February which
helped identify areas of concern. At this workshop six sub
domains were identified in order to help data and information
coordination for long term monitoring.
The domains and subdomains are listed on page 3.
Project senior researcher, Fiona Allison, gathered input and
data during February – April 2017 through over 60 face-to-face
interviews with key local stakeholders to identify priority areas
and strategies for change; strategies designed to ensure
children in Cairns South have the best start in life.
Stakeholders interviewed include those working directly with
and/or likely to have an impact on developmental outcomes
for the Early Years cohort in question (primary schools; child
care providers; health, disability and family support services;
community groups such as Parents and Citizens (P&C) and
sporting clubs; as well as local, state and federal government,
for instance.

Figure 1. Governance framework
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Domain & Subdomains

Next stage
The next stage of the project involves detailed strategic
planning, completed in collaboration with stakeholders and
based on all information collected to date. Planning is
underway for a stakeholders workshop and regional
influence meetings in August 2017.
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